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Many organizations rely on web applications that use back-end databases to store important data. Test-
ing such applications requires significant effort. Manual testing alone is often impractical, so testers also
rely on automated testing techniques. However, current automated testing techniques may produce false
positives (or false negatives) even in a perfectly working system because the outcome of a test case
depends on the state of the database which changes over time as data is inserted and deleted. The Auto-
matic Database Tester (AutoDBT) generates functional test cases that account for database updates. Auto-
DBT takes as input a model of the application and a set of testing criteria. The model consists of a state
transition diagram that shows how users navigate pages, a data specification that captures how data
flows, and an update specification that shows how the database is updated. AutoDBT generates guard
queries to determine whether the database is in a state conducive to performing and evaluating tests.
AutoDBT also generates partial oracles to help validate whether a back-end database is updated correctly
during testing. This paper describes the design of AutoDBT, a prototype implementation, several exper-
iments with the prototype, and four case studies.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Web applications are increasing in importance as consumers
use the web for a wide range of daily activities. Though web appli-
cations differ widely in their functionality and in the technologies
used in their implementation, these applications share the basic,
simple architecture depicted in Fig. 1. The figure shows a web
application that users interface with through a set of (HTML)
forms. A web application may collect data from users through
forms and store it in an application database (AD).

Several methods exist to test web applications (see Section 3)
but current testing methods do not adequately test web applica-
tion databases. As a simple example, consider the testing of a car
reservation system. Suppose that we evaluate a test that makes a
new car reservation. If the test is successful, it will reach the ‘‘Res-
ervation Confirmed” page. However, if we immediately re-run the
test, it may fail due to the state of the database. The reservation
from the previous test case needs to be deleted before the second
test executes.

Relatively little attention has been given to developing system-
atic techniques for assuring the correctness of the interactions be-
tween a database management system (DBMS) and a web
ll rights reserved.

on).
application, although substantial effort has been devoted to ensur-
ing that the algorithms and data structures implemented in a
DBMS work efficiently and protect the integrity of the data
[33,34]. Given the critical role of web applications, there is a need
for new approaches to assess their quality.

This paper presents a framework, the Automatic Database Tes-
ter (AutoDBT), for the functional or black-box testing of a web data-
base application. Functional testing evaluates the correctness of an
application by judging whether the application passes or fails se-
lect test cases. The judge is called an oracle since it incorporates
a prediction of how the application should perform. We extend
an approach to perform functional testing of web applications to
include the interaction of the application with a database [1,27].
Additional problems that emerge from this interaction include:

� Persistent state – The state of a database is the data stored in the
database as of some point in time. The state changes over time
as users modify data. Users can execute a database transaction
which is a sequence of data insertions, deletions, and/or modifi-
cations. Each transaction changes the state of the database. Dur-
ing testing of a web application, each test may modify the state
of the database. This makes it difficult to know the state of the
database a priori.

� Choosing test data – Each test case needs to contain data to drive
the test. When testing an in-memory application, test data can
be generated prior to test case evaluation. Some tests are based
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on data that must be present in a database (e.g. a test to modify
an existing car reservation needs that reservation to be in the
database prior to the test) while other tests require that the
same data be absent (e.g. a test to create a car reservation
demands that the reservation be new to the database).

� Correctness of database updates – As the application executes, it
updates the database. How can we model and determine if the
web database application correctly updates the database?

In this paper we present the AutoDBT framework to address the
above problems as follows:

� Persistent state – AutoDBT automatically generates a guard for
each test case. The guard determines whether the test can be
performed given the current state of the database [36]. It can
be thought of as a precondition for the test.

� Choosing test data – AutoDBT distinguishes between data that
should be drawn from the application database and data that
is not present in the application database which should instead
be chosen from a database of synthesized test data.

� Correctness of database updates – AutoDBT allows a software tes-
ter to specify, at a high-level, the database updates associated
with each page transition. An oracle reports on the correctness
of a software test. An in-memory web application passes a test
if it reaches an expected final state (i.e. at the expected page).
For a web database application, however, the expected final
state also has to include the correct state of the database. Auto-
DBT automatically generates an oracle that partially determines
whether an application correctly updates its database. Since the
database can be quite large and it is infeasible to test the entire
database state, the oracle can only test a small part of the data-
base, hence the oracle is a partial oracle rather than a full oracle.

This paper extends our previous work to more fully describe
AutoDBT [27]. We show that we can model every kind of database
transaction and examine several case studies. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. The following section illustrates a need for the
AutoDBT framework. Section 3 reviews related work in the areas
of database technology and web application testing. After that
we present the details of AutoDBT. Section 5 provides an overview
of AutoDBT, including a discussion of how to model the page nav-
igation, specify the input data in each transition, and model data-
base updates. Section 6 outlines the testing process. Section 7
discusses the ability of AutoDBT to model general kinds of database
updates. The remaining sections describe implementation and sev-
eral case studies that show that the additional cost of modeling the
database is reasonable. Finally, the paper concludes and presents
ideas for future work.
2. Motivating example

This section presents part of a web application that illustrates
the need to test database transactions in web applications. Con-
sider an Online Car Rental System (OCRS). The main page is shown
in Fig. 2a. Buttons on this page enable a customer to make a new
reservation, view a current reservation, and modify or cancel an exist-
ing reservation. When a user activates one of these buttons, they
move to a new screen. For instance, when a user activates the
‘‘Modify Reservation” button in Fig. 2a, a new page displays as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The modify reservation page has three text in-
put boxes: First Name, Last Name and Confirmation Number. After
the user enters their data and activates the ‘‘Continue” button, they
are taken to a page (Fig. 2c) where they can enter a Pickup Date, a
Return Date, and a Car Type for their reservation. The page allows a
user to update their car reservation data. After activating the ‘‘Con-
firmation” button, the updated reservation information displays as
in Fig. 2d. This process can terminate at any time by activating the
‘‘Cancel” or ‘‘Back to Main Page” button. Activating these buttons
transfers the customer to the main page (Fig. 2a). The Cancel Res-
ervation branch operates in a similar fashion. When a user acti-
vates the ‘‘Cancel Reservation” button, they are led to a new page
as shown in Fig. 2e. After entering the confirmation number and
activating the ‘‘Cancel Reservation” button on this page, the Can-
celation Notification page is reached as shown in Fig. 2f. If the
‘‘Cancel Another Reservation” button is activated, the customer is
transferred back to the page of Fig. 2e. The cancelation process
can terminate at any step by activating the ‘‘Back to Main Page”
button.

One feature of some web database applications such as the
OCRS is the frequent interaction between customers and an appli-
cation database. An important component to testing this type of
application is verifying whether the database correctly updates
in response to customer input. For instance, in the previous exam-
ple, a customer provides required information through the GUI in
Fig. 2b and changes data in Fig. 2c. After clicking the ‘‘Confirma-
tion” button, the database should update the reservation. Testing
needs to ensure that the application database successfully
updates.

Testing the OCRS is complicated because it interacts with a
database that could have a large amount of critical data, i.e. an up-
grade is tested several months after the OCRS has been ‘‘live.” It
may be difficult or impossible to start each test with a clean, empty
database. Furthermore, some tests will require particular data to be
present in the database, i.e. a test of the ‘‘Modify Reservation” func-
tionality needs to have a reservation in the database. The applica-
tion database has to be checked prior to running a test case
to determine if the database is in a state that is conducive to
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performing the test. Finally, when the OCRS modifies the database,
it is important to test whether the database correctly updates. It is
generally not feasible to store the state of the database prior to the
test, and compare it to the state after the test, since storing and
comparing two copies of a large database for each test in a large
test suite can be prohibitively expensive.

3. Related work

Several techniques exist to test web applications. Simple tools
check links, validate HTML code, and measure performance. (See
[15] for a list of tools.) Playback tools indirectly support functional
validation as testers can record test sequences for future replay.
While these support testing, they are static validation and mea-
surement tools, none of which provide functional testing on their
own. Generating and selecting tests is still an open issue. A number
of techniques exist to test different aspects of web applications.

Di Lucca et al. provide a model and tools that address unit and
integration testing of web applications where single pages of the
web application are the components to test at the unit level [10].
Test cases exercise functional requirements. While test cases are
automated, input generation is not. Ricca and Tonella develop a
tool that creates a UML model from pages of a web application
and then generates test cases, each test case being a sequence of
URLs [28]. The model is based on static HTML links and does not
cover dynamic aspects needed to cover all possible paths in dy-
namic websites. Again, users need to provide input values. Liu
et al. develop a Web Application Test Model (WATM) that gener-
ates test cases based on data flow interactions within objects, be-
tween objects, and across clients [22].

Kung, Liu, and Hsia [18,19] develop a test generation method
based on multiple models of the applications under test. The mod-
els include Object Relation Diagrams, Object State Diagrams, a
Script Cluster Diagram, and a Page Navigation Diagram. This model
assumes that the source is available, whereas our approach does
not. Also, this paper uses an enhanced Finite State Machine that in-
cludes representation of test constraints and does not need multi-
ple types of diagrams. Unlike Kung et al., we also represent the FSM
via logical, rather than physical web pages and solve potential state
space explosion problems through partitioning and a different ap-
proach towards input description on the edges of the FSM.

Lee and Offutt [21] describe a system that generates test cases
using a form of mutation analysis. They focus on validating the reli-
ability of data interactions among web-based software compo-
nents. Specifically, they consider XML-based component
interactions. This approach tests web software component interac-
tions, whereas our current research focuses on the web application
level.

Yang et al. [37,38] present an architecture for tools that test
web applications. The architecture consists of five subsystems
including test development, test measurement, test execution, test
failure analysis, and test management. From the paper, it is not
clear whether the test architecture includes new tools or whether
it is meant to incorporate existing tools. The FSM modeling-based
tool proposed in [1] satisfies the test development and test mea-
surement portion of the test architecture.

Jia and Liu [17] propose an approach that formally describes
tests for web applications using XML. They develop a prototype
tool, WebTest. Their XML approach could be combined with the
test criteria proposed in [24] by expressing the tests in XML.

Benedikt et al. present VeriWeb, a dynamic navigation testing
tool for web applications [6]. VeriWeb starts at a given URL and ex-
plores sequences of links in web applications by non-deterministi-
cally exploring action sequences. Excessively long sequences of
links are limited by pruning paths in a form of path coverage. Veri-
Web creates data for form fields by choosing from a set of name–va-
lue pairs that are initialized by the tester. VeriWeb is the most similar
work to the ideas presented in [1]. The primary difference is in the
graphs and reduction techniques. Our approach differs as we rely
on extended FSM models of the web application and use aggregation
abstraction of the extended FSMs to control the size.

Bypass testing is a complementary technique to those previ-
ously described. Users may bypass client-side checking by typing
GET and POST requests directly into a web browser URL box. This
poses security concerns. Offutt et al. provide examples of popular
web applications that use client-side checking, showing that such
testing is important [26]. Bypass testing is a technique that does
not require access to source code.

User-session-based testing is another approach that does not re-
quire access to source code. In user-session-based testing, test cases
are actual user-sessions as recorded in web logs. Elbaum et al. lever-
age user-session data for test cases and conclude that user-session-
based testing can be more effective than test cases based on white-
box techniques, but the techniques are complementary as they de-
tect different faults [11]. Further, more tests usually find more faults.
However, in practice, a large number of user-sessions may accumu-
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late for popular web applications. Sampath et al. develop reduction
techniques for user-session-based testing that maintain coverage
of all base case requests and use case representation while maintain-
ing effective fault detection capabilities [30,32]. A different approach
to managing large user-session-based test suites is to prioritize the
test cases. Sampath et al. provide case studies that show that prior-
itization by parameter–value interactions and frequency based met-
rics are useful [29]. Further Alshahwan and Harman present an
approach to automatically repair existing regression test cases for
web applications [2].

Halfond and Orso provide an automated technique for discover-
ing web application interfaces [14]. In comparison to a web crawler
approach, their approach identifies more interfaces in several case
studies. Their future work may use user-session-based test cases
which inherently contain legal inputs.

Testing techniques for the database aspect of web applica-
tions are limited. Hsu et al. develop the HED model, which is
particularly useful for maintenance of web applications [16].
Web applications may distribute application logic between hun-
dreds of files. Modifications to such files can impact stored data,
as can changes to the database itself. The HED model identifies
files impacted by modifications to a program through structure
and database analysis.

Deng et al. use path-based test case generation for database
web applications where each test case contains a sequence of
pages to visit and the input values for each page [9]. To generate
tests, they (1) differentiate static and data-based pages, (2) build
an application graph, (3) identify paths through the graph, (4) gen-
erate inputs, and (5) execute test cases. A particularly novel aspect
of their work is that they use the AGENDA tool to populate the web
application database based on sample values and expected behav-
iors that users provide. Our work differs from their work as we pro-
vide guard queries, consider the state of the database during test
execution, and provide a partial test oracle. Indeed, these are seri-
ous concerns for automated testing.

Previous database testing research exists for techniques that
automatically populate a database with synthetic data for testing
purposes [7,13]. These approaches are complementary to our re-
search in modeling and testing the interaction of a web application
with a database. Database benchmarks like TPC are popular for
assessing the performance of DBMSs [33,34]. However, DBMS
benchmarks are not useful for functional testing of database appli-
cations, though they could play a role in the future if we extend
AutoDBT to performance testing.

A recent paper describes test coverage adequacy criteria in the
testing of application databases [20]. Kapfhammer and Soffa point
out that there are few tools to support testing of database applica-
tions; and that applications with databases have an additional set
of testing problems not found in non-database applications. Simi-
lar to AutoDBT, they focus on using data flow specifications to gen-
erate test cases. Unlike our approach, they do not perform black-
box testing. They ‘‘instrument” the code for the database and appli-
cation. In contrast, we focus on black-box testing that does not
modify application code. Additionally, Willmor and Embury [36]
investigate the concept of guard queries.

Finally, Sprenkle et al. provide automated oracle comparators
for web applications [31]. Their approaches verify that the
HTML-based output of a test case is correct. They suggest that val-
idating the application’s database state may be a useful extension
as many web applications use a back-end database. Our oracle fo-
cuses on database issues.

4. Testing a web database application

This section presents an abstract framework for testing a web
database application; the next section presents AutoDBT in more
detail, making this abstract framework concrete. In general, testing
a web database application is different than testing an in-memory
web application because of the ever-changing state of the applica-
tion database. The application database changes state as users in-
sert, delete, and modify data during testing. Because of the
changing database, an individual test case might not be able to
run in some database states. For instance, a test case to check a
confirmed reservation needs the reservation to exist in the data-
base. In this section, we first present an overview of testing an
application without a database, and then cover testing of a web
database application.

4.1. Testing an in-memory web application (without a database)

At an abstract level, a web application consists of a network of
transitions as shown in Fig. 3. A transition begins at a source web
page, Psrc, which is usually an HTML form. Upon receiving input,
I, from the form, the application makes a transition to some desti-
nation page or form, Pdstk

. The destination page depends upon I. So
each transition of a web application can be considered as a func-
tion, W, that computes a destination page from a source page and
some input; so the signature of W is P � I ! P.

In black-box testing, a test designer first builds a model of the
each transition, called the specification model, which captures
the desired behavior of the web application. Testing examines
whether the application correctly implements the specification. If
starting from a web page Psrc and given input, I, the implementa-
tion produces the same destination web page, Pdst , as the specifica-
tion, then the implementation is deemed correct. In testing, I is
called a test case, while Pdst is the corresponding oracle.

Before testing begins, a test coverage criterion is given that de-
scribes the range of testing to be performed, i.e. which behavior of
the web application to test. For instance, according to a given test
coverage criterion, the testing target may be the sequence of forms
P0; . . . ; Pm. In order to drive a test along the specified transition se-
quence, each input I needs to be chosen to ensure that the imple-
mentation proceeds along the desired sequence.

4.2. Testing a web database application

Many web applications have a back-end application database
(AD). The testing of a web database application needs to

� determine whether the database is in a state that allows the test
to proceed,

� compute the page transition depending on the state of the appli-
cation database,

� add data which is not in the application database to a test case,
and

� test whether the database is in a correct state after the test
updates the database.
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A transition of a web database application can be modeled as a
function that includes data stored in the application database as
shown in Fig. 4. A transition begins at a source web page, Psrc , and
the initial state of the application database, ADsrc. Upon receiving
input, I, the application transitions to some destination page,
Pdsti

, and updates the database to some state ADdsti
. The destination

page and database state depends upon I and the initial state of the
AD. So each transition of a web application can be considered as a
function, WD, with the signature P � I � AD! P � AD.

In black-box testing, a test designer first builds a model of each
transition and database update. A database update specifies how
the database will change, i.e. which insertions, deletions, or modi-
fications to make in a transition. Testing determines whether the
implementation matches the behavior predicted by the model,
which for the database tests the correctness of database updates,
that is, does state ADdsti

in the model match the corresponding
state in the implemented AD? While it is infeasible to enumerate
the space of potential correct database states for a transition, we
can use the update specification associated with a transition to
predict the small amount of data that is changed during a transi-
tion and test the database after the transition to determine
whether the change was effected. We call this prediction an oracle
and we show in this paper how to create an oracle to partially test
for a successful update.

A test case, I, needs to drive the testing process in a direction
specified by a given test coverage criterion. The input for a web
database application comes from the AD when existing data is re-
quired, but sometimes new data, which is different than data in the
AD, is necessary. We introduce the synthetic database (SD) to store
the new data. The synthetic database and application database are
disjoint, that is they have different data.

5. AutoDBT

This section describes the AutoDBT framework for testing a web
database application. We present an overview of the architecture
first and then describe each component in the architecture.

5.1. Overview

AutoDBT is a framework for testing web database applications.
The framework is depicted in Fig. 5. AutoDBT has three main steps.
The first step specifies the expected behavior of the application as a
Database Extended Finite State Machine (DEFSM). A modeler devel-
ops a DEFSM specification for the web application. The top-most
component of Fig. 5 shows that the DEFSM consists of two parts:
a state transition diagram and a data specification. The state transi-
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Fig. 4. A transition in a web database application.
tion diagram is a directed graph that models the user navigation
between forms in the interface (see Fig. 6). Each edge in the graph
has a label for each unique transition. The data specification artic-
ulates input constraints and database updates associated with each
transition in the state transition diagram. In the second step, the
Test Sequence Generator automatically generates a set of test se-
quences. A test sequence traces a path in the DEFSM. The test cov-
erage criteria dictate the range of test sequences to generate.
Meanwhile, a Dynamic Data Specification Generator automatically
generates a dynamic data specification based on the data specifica-
tion given in the first step. The dynamic data specification captures
how the application database updates during evaluation of a test.
The third step performs the testing process which takes as input
the dynamic data specification, the generated test sequences, data
sources, and test data selection criteria, to generate a report on the
test result. The remainder of this section illustrates the framework
using the OCRS example. Section 6 the describes how to execute
the testing process.

5.2. Using a finite state machine

FSMs are a tool for characterizing the transitions of a web appli-
cation function. Finite state machines (FSM) provide a convenient
way to model software behavior independent of an actual imple-
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mentation. Several methods for deriving tests from FSMs exist
[8,12,25]. Theoretically, FSMs can completely model web applica-
tions, however, even simple web pages can suffer from the state
space explosion problem. Web pages may contain a large variety
of possible inputs and choices as to the order in which to enter
information. Factors such as these suggest that a finite state ma-
chine can become prohibitively large, even for a single page. Thus,
an FSM-based testing method can only be useful if techniques to
generate FSMs are descriptive enough to yield effective test suites
yet small enough to be practical. FSMWeb, addresses the state
explosion problem with a hierarchical collection of aggregated
FSMs [1]. The bottom level FSMs are formed from web pages and
parts of web pages called logical web pages. The top level FSM rep-
resents the entire web application. Application level tests combine
test sequences from lower-level FSMs.

Our approach extends FSMWeb to test web application dat-
abases. We introduce a DEFSM to model the behavior of a web
database application next.

Definition 5.1 (DEFSM). A DEFSM is hS; s0;ADs;AD0;V ; Ti where
each component is defined as follows:

� S is a finite set of web states which correspond to the logical web
pages.

� s0 is the initial web state or logical web page.
� ADs is a finite set of the associated back-end application data-

base (AD) states. The schemas of all elements of the ADs are
the same: AD ðR1; . . . ;RnÞ, where R1; . . . ;Rn are relations1 in the
AD. The schema of relation Ri is the form: RiðA1; . . . ;AmÞ where
Aj, 1 6 j 6 m denotes the jth attribute of relation Ri. However
the state (instantiation) of each element of the ADs is unique.

� AD0 is the initial AD state.
� V is a set of variables which denote all possible web page input

parameters.
� T is a set of state transitions. Each t 2 T is a quadruple
hSsrc; Sdst ; PðVtÞ;Updateti that obeys the following conditions.
– Ssrc and Sdst 2 S, they are the source and destination web

states of transition t, respectively.
– Vt ¼ ðV0

t ; . . . ;Vj
tÞðV

i
t 2 V ; 0 6 i 6 jÞ is the list of input variables

of transition t. If a variable Vi
t has a value, then the value is

inherited. PðVtÞ is a predicate expressed in terms of Vt that
defines the evaluation of the variables of Vt . Our approach
defines, PðVtÞ as a Prolog rule in Section 5.3.2.

– Updatet consists of a sequence of database update operations
including insertions and deletions. It is defined as Prolog
rules in Section 5.3.2.

At state Ssrc , for an instantiation of Vt , if PðVtÞ evaluates true, the
web state changes to Sdst , while the database state transfers from
ADsrc to ADdst ðADsrc , ADdst 2 ADsÞ in response to the Updatet . If there
is no update, ADsrc ¼ ADdst .
5.3. DEFSM modeling

The first step in using AutoDBT is to model the page navigation
with a DEFSM. Part of the DEFSM is a state transition diagram that
captures the expected behavior of a given web application at an ab-
stract level. We assume that the modeler building the DEFSM has a
thorough knowledge of the requirements and behavior of the
application.
1 A relation is the basic structure in the most popular model for databases: the
relational model. Informally a relation is a table in a relational database. Mathemat-
ically, a database relation is finite sets of tuples; a relation in mathematics is a subset
of the cartesian product of N domains. Informally a tuple is a row in a table.
5.3.1. State transition diagram
The state transition diagram is a directed graph in which each

node represents a (logical) web page and each edge represents a
possible page transition (button or hyperlink). Fig. 6 gives the dia-
gram for the OCRS. In this paper we focus only on the Modify Res-
ervation and Cancel Reservation paths shown in Fig. 6. In this
diagram, the web application begins in the Main state. There are
four paths that emanate from the Main state. Through transition
2, the application transfers to state ðMD1Þ of the Modify Reserva-
tion path, then through transition 4 to state MD2, and finally
through transition 6 to state MD3. At each of these three states
(MD1 through MD3), the application can transfer back to the origi-
nal Main state by transition 3, 30, 5, 50, or 7, respectively. Usually,
each state corresponds to an entire web page or form, but more
specifically a state represents a group or part of a page devoted
to a specific function. The transitions of other functional paths
can be similarly explained. The OCRS is a relatively simple applica-
tion and a single state transition diagram suffices. For complex
applications, we allow ‘‘nested” [3] transition diagrams. That is,
simple FSMs can be nested as states in other FSMs [1].

5.3.2. Data specification
A modeler specifies how data flows in the application, espe-

cially between the application and database. For each transition
of the DEFSM, the modeler gives constraints on the input (the input
specification) and sketches the correctness criteria for the output.
Since the output correctness criteria depend on how the database
updates, the expected updates are modeled as well (the update
specification). AutoDBT adopts a declarative approach for data spec-
ification, and expresses database updates and input constraints in
Prolog.

We choose Prolog because it offers well-defined declarative
semantics for expressing database queries. We use Prolog rather
than Datalog because we generally need to evaluate our queries
using a top-down, tuple-at-a-time evaluation technique, i.e. using
Prolog’s evaluation model. In the remainder of this section, we
illustrate how to specify the input and output in Prolog using the
OCRS example.

Web applications have many different kinds of input widgets.
For simplicity, this paper focuses only on text boxes and buttons.
We assume that the schemas of both data sources are known to
the modeler before the testing process begins. We further assume
that the schema of the synthetic database (SD) is the same as that
of the AD.

The input specification consists of two parts. The first part spec-
ifies the source of the test data. For a web database application, the
input data can be drawn from two sources: the application data-
base (AD) or the synthetic database (SD). The SD contains data that
is not in the AD. For instance, if the customer’s last name, first
name, and confirmation number are in the AD, a tester can run a
test using this data for the page in Fig. 2b. However, if data are
not available in the AD then the data should be chosen from an SD.

The second part of the input specification captures the data flow
on transitions in the DEFSM.

Definition 5.2 (Input data flow specification). The input data flow
specification for transition i is either a button name or a Prolog rule
of the following form:

inputiðVi1 ; . . . ;Vin Þ : �Predicate1; . . . ; Predicatem; Button;

where

� inputi is a predicate with a list of variables ðVi1 ; . . . ;Vin Þ denoting
all of the required input parameters of transition i;

� the rule is safe which means all variables in the head appear in
some predicate in the body,



Table 2
An example application database (AD)

Customer

FirstName LastName CustomerID

john smith c0001
mike green c0002
rick reed c0003
kate brown c0004

Reserves

CustomerID Confirmation#

c0001 0001
c0002 0002
c0003 0003
c0004 0004
c0004 0005

Available_Car_Type

CarType CarNumber

economy 50
compact 40
full size 60
minivan 45
luxury 20
convertible 30

Reservation
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� Button represents the activation of a button to submit the input
to the application, and

� Predicate1; . . . ; Predicatem is a list of predicates of the following
form:

Database RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ;
or

inputjðVj1 ; . . . ;VjkÞ;

where
– Database 2 {AD, SD};
– Relation 2 fR1; . . . ;Rng;
– Ai 2 fconstant; variable;‘ 0g ð1 6 i 6 kÞ, where constant 2

domain of the ith column.

To help explain the input data flow specification, consider the
OCRS example. Table 1 shows the specification for transitions of
the Modify Reservation path and the Cancel Reservation path in
Fig. 6. According to the specification, on transition 2, a ‘‘Modify
Reservation” button is required. On transition 4, the customer’s
first name, last name, and the confirmation number of an existing
reservation are required before a ‘‘Continue” button is activated.
The DEFSM modeler uses Fn, Ln, C# to denote the required input.
The Fn and Ln are chosen from the Customer relation while C#
comes from the Reserves relation of the AD. The meaning of the in-
put data flow specification for the other transitions can be similarly
explained.

The AutoDBT testing process requires both a populated AD and
SD. Initially the SD is empty, while the AD may already contain
data (if the web application has been running prior to testing).
Since the testing process will change values in the AD, the AD
should be copied prior to testing and the copy used for testing.
The SD must be populated with synthetic data for testing purposes.
Gray et al. present several techniques to populate a database with
synthetic data [13]. In particular they show how to quickly gener-
ate, in parallel, a large database that obeys certain statistical prop-
erties among the records. We populate our SD with randomly
generated data since the synthetic data does not have to model
‘‘real-world” data, rather it only has to be data that is absent from
the AD. Populated AD and SD tables for the OCRS are shown in Ta-
bles 2 and 3, respectively.
Table 1
Input data flow specification for the Modify and Cancel Reservation paths

Transition Input data flow specification

2 input2ð Þ:- Button(Modify Reservation).
3 input3ðFn; Ln; C#Þ:-

AD_Customer(Fn, Ln, Cid),
AD_Reserves(Cid, C#), Button(Cancel).

30 input30 ðFn; Ln;C#Þ:-
SD_Customer(Fn, Ln, Cid),
SD_Reserves(Cid, C#), Button(Cancel).

4 input4ðFn; Ln; C#Þ:-
AD_Customer(Fn, Ln, Cid),
AD_Reserves(Cid, C#), Button(Continue).

5 input5ðPd;Rd; CtÞ:-
AD_Reservation(_, Pd, Rd, Ct), Button(Cancel).

50 input50 ðPd;Rd;CtÞ:-
SD_Reservation(_, Pd, Rd, Ct), Button(Cancel).

6 input6ðPd;Rd; CtÞ:-
SD_Reservation(_, Pd, Rd, Ct), Button(Confirmation).

7 input7ðÞ:- Button(Back to Main Page).
8 input8ðÞ:- Button(Cancel Reservation).
9 input9ðC#Þ:- AD_Reservation(C#, _, _, _), Button(Back to Main Page).

90 input90 ðC#Þ:- SD_Reservation(C#, _, _, _), Button(Back to Main Page).
10 input10ðC#Þ:- AD_Reservation(C#, _, _, _), Button(Back to Main Page).
11 input11ð Þ:- Button(Cancel Another Reservation).
12 input12ð Þ:- Button(Back to Main Page).
In addition to the input specification, the modeler also needs
to specify how to update the database. This specification evalu-
ates whether the application correctly updates the AD. There
are three kinds of updates: insertion, deletion, and modification.
We treat a modification as a deletion followed by an insertion.
To model deletions from AD_Relation, we add a relation,
delete_AD_Relation, that stores tuples that should be deleted.
For insertions, we introduce insert_AD_Relation which buffers tu-
ples that should be inserted. The schema of each relation is the
same as that of AD_Relation.

In the update specification, the modeler gives a specification
of what to delete or insert during an update. Table 4 shows
the update specification for transitions of the Modify Reservation
Confirmation# PickupDate ReturnDate CarType

0001 10/01/03 10/03/03 economy
0002 10/02/03 10/05/03 compact
0003 10/15/10 10/23/03 full size
0004 11/03/03 11/30/03 minivan
0005 11/03/03 11/30/03 full size

Table 3
An example synthetic database (SD)

Customer

FirstName LastName CustomerID

franklin bond c0006
alicia wong c0007

Reserves

CustomerID Confirmation#

c0006 0006
c0007 0007

Reservation

Confirmation# PickupDate ReturnDate CarType

0006 12/04/03 12/10/03 luxury
0007 12/06/03 12/08/03 convertible



2 Tuples are not inserted into the SD during testing, so an insertion buffer is no
present in the SUL.

Table 4
The update specification for the Modify and Cancel Reservation paths

Transition Update Specification

6 delete_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct):-
input4ð ; ;C#Þ, AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct).

insert_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct):-
input4ð ; ;C#Þ; input6ðPd;Rd;CtÞ.

10 delete_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct):-
input10ðC#Þ, AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct).

delete_AD_Reserves(Cid, C#):-
input10ðC#Þ, AD_Reserves(Cid, C#).
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and Cancel Reservation paths. There is no update associated with
most of the transitions so only a few of the transitions have up-
date specifications. Transition 6 modifies the AD while transition
10 involves a deletion. The modification is modeled as a deletion
followed by an insertion, so two rules are associated with tran-
sition 6. Transition 10 deletes a tuple from the AD_Reservation
relation. To maintain referential integrity, the tuple that has
the deleted C# in the AD_Reserves relation has to be deleted
as well.

Definition 5.3 (Update specification). The update specification is
one or more Prolog rules of the following two forms.

(1) delete_AD_RelationðA1; . . . ;AnÞ:-
Predicate1; . . . ; Predicatem:

(2) insert_AD_RelationðA1; . . . ;AnÞ:-
Predicate1; . . . ; Predicatem.

The form of each Predicatei is given in Definition 5.2.

The modeler has to be careful when developing an update spec-
ification to associate updates only with transitions that reflect
transaction commit points. In our example the database updates
after each update transition, but in general the update could be de-
layed. Many web database applications support concurrent users.
For instance, in the OCRS, many users can simultaneously make
car reservations, and the reservation process might extend over
several transitions. An application often packages the work done
by a sequence of forms into a single transaction. A transaction is
a logical unit of database processing that includes one or more
database access operations and it executes on an all-or-none basis.
The transaction does not permanently record in the database until
the transaction commits. Since the database state does not update
until the transaction commits (which may span over multiple tran-
sitions), oracles should evaluate just after the commit.

5.4. Test sequence generator

Based on the state transition diagram, for any given test cover-
age criteria, we can automatically generate a test sequence. A test
sequence is a sequence of transitions that describe which transi-
tions to test and in what order. Common coverage criteria include
testing combinations of transitions (switch cover) [8], testing most
likely paths [35], and random walks [23]. Since the state transition
diagram is a directed graph, well-known graph theory algorithms
can efficiently generate test sequences automatically. An algorithm
for the New York Street Sweeper Problem [4] generates a minimal
length tour (that is a closed tour covering each link) for a directed
graph [5]. This tour can represent a minimal length test sequence
that starts and ends at an initial state, covering each transition of
the testing target. For instance, this algorithm generates the fol-
lowing test sequence to test the Modify Reservation path.

2! 3! 2! 30 ! 2! 4! 5! 2! 4! 50 ! 2! 4! 6! 7
5.5. Dynamic data specification generator

A test sequence is a sequence of transitions. A test case is an
instantiation of the input parameters for those transitions, i.e. it
contains all of the data necessary to perform the test.

A transition can modify the AD or SD. The input specification
stipulates which database to use in choosing the test data while
the update specification models the expected dynamic behavior
in response to the input data. In this section, we describe how
AutoDBT combines the input and update specifications to produce
a dynamic data specification that captures this dynamic behavior.
Before illustrating how to generate the dynamic data specification,
we first introduce how the dynamic behavior of the database is
captured.

In our approach, the dynamic behavior is captured in an update
list consisting of a buffer of deleted tuples and a buffer of inserted
tuples. The update list for the AD, AUL, is [ADel, AIns] where ADel is
the delete buffer and AIns is the insert buffer. The update list for the
DS, SUL, is a buffer of deleted tuples [SDel]. A tuple is deleted from
the SD when it is used (so that subsequent tests are unable to rese-
lect the tuple, thereby ensuring that the data in the AD and SD re-
mains disjoint).2 Initially the AD/SD buffers are empty. For the AD,
after each update transaction, the buffers are updated to capture
the effects of a modification as follows. When a tuple is deleted,
the tuple is inserted into the ADel buffer, unless it appears in the AIns
buffer (as a result of a previous insertion in the evaluation of the test
case) in which case it is simply removed from AIns buffer. Insertion is
similar. If the update transaction contains more than one transition,
then the update list will not change until the transaction commits.
Based on the update specification given by the modeler, the updated
AD and SD versions can always be derived from the initial version
and the associated list. Each updated relation can be derived by
applying the following Prolog rules.

AD_RelationðA1; . . . ;Ak;AULÞ:-
AD RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ,
notdeletedðRelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ;AULÞ.

AD_RelationðA1; . . . ;Ak;AULÞ:- inserted(RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ;AULÞ.
notdeleted(Fact, AUL):-

AUL ¼ ½ADel;AIns�,
:memberðFact;ADelÞ.

inserted(Fact, AUL):-
AUL ¼ ½ADel;AIns�,
memberðFact;AInsÞ.

The first rule and the third rule are related. The first rule says
that a particular version of an AD_Relation with an associated up-
date list (AUL) can be derived by including all of the tuples in the
initial version that have yet to be deleted while the third rule
checks that those tuples are members of the ADel list. The second
rule adds all of the tuples that have been inserted in AD_Relation,
or have been re-inserted after being deleted. The fourth rule checks
whether a particular tuple is a member of the AIns list.

Similarly, the Relation of updated SD versions can be derived by
applying the following rule.

SD_RelationðA1; . . . ;Ak; SULÞ:-
SD RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ,
:memberðRelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ; SULÞ.

The dynamic data specification generator takes in both the in-
put and update specification. It generates a dynamic data specifica-
t
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tion which consists of two components: a dynamic input specifica-
tion (DIS) and a data inheritance graph (DIG). The DIS expresses
both how the input data should be generated, and also how new
versions of the AD and SD are generated as the database is updated.
The DIG captures how data flows from one transition into another.
In the following two sections, we outline how the two components
are generated.

5.5.1. Data inheritance graph generation
As a test navigates from page to page, input for a form in one

transition may flow into a later transition. For instance, the update
rule for transition 6 in Table 4 uses a confirmation number, C#,
from the input4 fact produced in the evaluation of the input rule
associated with transition 4 in Table 1. The data inheritance graph
(DIG) is a collection of these dependencies. The graph can be auto-
matically generated by analyzing the input and update specifica-
tions. In the OCRS example, the graph consists of nodes for
transitions 4 and 6 and one edge from 4 to 6, labeled with C#.

5.5.2. Dynamic input specification generation
The DIS specifies how to create new versions of the database in

response to user inputs and database updates. Modeling database
changes are important for testing the correctness of a database up-
date. The DIS merges the input and update specifications. One rule
is added to the DIS for each rule in the input specification. The DIS
rule is constructed in two steps as follows.

(1) Generate the head: The head of the DIS rule is derived from
the head of the input rule by modifying it to include the cur-
rent AD version (captured by the list of updated tuples AULin)
and the next version of the AD (denoted as AULout). For the
SD, SULin and SULout are used. In addition, for every variable
inherited by this transition in the DIG, add the variable to
the head. For example, the head of the input rule for transi-
tion 6 is input6ðPd;Rd;CtÞ and the variable C# is inherited by
transition 6, so the corresponding head of the DIS rule for
transition 6 should be

input6ðPd;Rd;Ct;C#;AULin;AULout; SULin; SULoutÞ:

(2) Generate the body: If the transition does not have an update
specification, then the input version of each database is the
same as the output version. Add AULin ðSULinÞ to each pred-
icate prefixed by AD (SD) and add one more atom:
AULin ¼ AULout.If a transition updates the AD, there are four
steps to creating the body.

(a) Append the body of the update rule to the body of the

rule for the transition.
(b) Remove input predicates from the body of the update

rule as the flow of input variables is captured by the
DIG. For example, in transition 6, input4ð ; ;C#Þ and
input6ðPd;Rd;CtÞ are removed from the body.

(c) Add a variable to capture the current database state,
AULin ðSULinÞ, to each body predicate prefixed by AD
(SD).

(d) Append an AD update predicate to the body if the tran-
sition performs an update. If the head of the update
rule is
delete AD Relationðx1; . . . ; xnÞ

then append

delete ADðRelationðx1; . . . ; xnÞ;AULin;AULoutÞ:

Alternatively, if the head of the associated update rule is

insert AD Relationðx1; . . . ; xnÞ

then append
insert ADðRelationðx1; . . . ; xnÞ;AULin;AULoutÞ

If SD prefixes any predicate in the body of the transi-
tion, i.e.

SD Relationðx1; . . . ; xnÞ

then append an update predicate of the following form
to the body.

delete SDðRelationðx1; . . . ; xnÞ; SULin; SULoutÞ

By updating the SD we are indicating that a synthe-
sized input has been used by the transition, and so
should be removed from the pool of synthesized data
for later transitions.
(e) The database update predicates, which are responsi-
ble for inserting or removing tuples in the AD and
SD, are defined by the following Prolog rules.
delete ADðFact;AULin;AULoutÞ:-

AULin ¼ ½ADel;AIns�,
appendðADel; ½Fact�;ADel0Þ,
deleteðAIns; Fact;AIns0Þ,
AULout ¼ ½ADel0;AIns0�.

insert ADðFact;AULin;AULoutÞ:-
AULin ¼ ½ADel;AIns�,
appendðAIns; ½Fact�;AIns0Þ,
AULout ¼ ½ADel;AIns0 �.

delete SDðFact; SULin; SULoutÞ:-
appendðSULin; ½Fact�; SULoutÞ.
Overall, generating the body is complicated, though
the first three steps are relatively straightforward.
We use buffers to capture the changes to each data-
base version (since the changes will generally be few
between versions), and the fourth step, introduces
predicates that insert or delete tuples from the appro-
priate buffers.

As an example, the DIS rule for transition 6 is given
below.

input6ðPd;Rd;Ct;C#;AULin;AULout; SULin; SULoutÞ:-
SD Reservationð ; Pd;Rd;Ct; SULinÞ,
AD ReservationðC#; Pd0;Rd0;Ct0;AULinÞ,
delete ADðReservationðC#; Pd0;Rd0;Ct0Þ;AULin;AULtÞ,
insert ADðReservationðC#; Pd;Rd;CtÞ;AULt ;AULoutÞ,
delete SDðReservationð ; Pd;Rd;CtÞ; SULin; SULoutÞ.

Further examples of automatic rule generation in AutoDBT are
given in Appendix A.

5.6. Summary of using AutoDBT

The first step to using AutoDBT is to construct a model of the web
application under test. The model consists of an DEFSM and a data
specification. The data specification is a high-level description of
the data flow in the application. AutoDBT automatically generates
a dynamic data specification, which is a low-level, precise descrip-
tion of the data flow. The second step to using AutoDBT is to decide
on test coverage criteria. The criteria are input to generate a list of
test sequences. Each test sequence is a list of DEFSM transitions.
The next step is to generate and run individual test cases.
6. Generating guards and oracles

This section presents details of using AutoDBT to generate test
cases to test a web database application. We describe how the in-
put and update specifications are used to generate guard queries
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and oracles, and how the guards and oracles are subsequently eval-
uated to test an application.

Fig. 7 diagrams the testing process. The testing process starts
with a test sequence scheduler that schedules the test sequences
in a queue. Next, a test sequence is chosen from the queue and a
guard is generated. The guard checks whether a test sequence
can generate a test case given the current AD and SD states. A test
case is an instantiation of the input parameters for an entire test
sequence. If the guard fails, then the current AD and SD states can-
not build a test case for the entire test sequence, and the test se-
quence is placed at the end of the queue. Possibly, a future
database state will be conducive to generating the test case. If
the guard succeeds, the test case executes. Oracles determine
whether the test succeeds or fails. If the results do not match the
oracle, this indicates that the database was updated incorrectly.
The testing process aborts with a failure message. Finally, some
test sequences involve more than one test case. If more tests are
needed for this particular test sequence, the guard will be re-eval-
uated to generate more test cases. The process completes when the
queue of test sequences becomes empty or the guard fails for every
test sequence in the queue. The following sections elaborate each
component in the testing process.

6.1. Guard generation and evaluation

A guard is a query to determine whether a test sequence can be
instantiated to produce a test case. A guard is automatically con-
structed for a test sequence by concatenating the head of each
DIS rule corresponding to a transition in the sequence. In the fol-
lowing, we explain how to form a guard through an example.

Consider the following test sequence for Modify Reservation
path.

2! 3! 2! 30 ! 2! 4! 5! 2! 4! 50 ! 2! 4! 6! 7

Ignoring the button inputs, the guard for this given test sequence is
given below.

?� input3ðFn1; Ln1;C#1;ADin;AD1Þ,
input30 ðFn2; Ln2;C#2; SDin; SD1Þ,
input4ðFn3; Ln3;C#3;AD1;AD2Þ,
input5ðPd1;Rd1;Ct1;AD2;AD3Þ,
input4ðFn4; Ln4;C#4;AD3;AD4Þ,
input50 ðPd2;Rd2;Ct2; SD1; SD2Þ,
input4ðFn5; Ln5;C#5;AD4;AD5Þ,
input6ðPd3;Rd3;Ct3;C#5;AD5;ADout; SD2; SDoutÞ.

The following two points are important in generating the guard.

(1) Variable renaming – Variables should be renamed to be
unique in the guard, even though they are the same in the
DIS with the exception of variables that inherit from a previ-
ous transition (the inheritance is part of the DEFSM model-
ing). If a later transition inherits a variable from an earlier
transition then the same variable is used. For example,
C#5 is passed into transition 6 from transition 4.

(2) Database versions – The database is (potentially) modified in
each transition, so the output version of a database in one
transition, i.e. AD2, is passed as input into the next transition.

To generate a test case, the guard is evaluated. In a successful
evaluation, values are bound to the variables. The binding produces
a test case. An unsuccessful evaluation implies that the initial AD/SD
is not in a good state, so the test sequence is put back into the queue.

6.2. Oracle generation and evaluation

An oracle confirms the results of each test case. For each trans-
action, the oracle checks the AD. AutoDBT generates an oracle to
determine whether the current state of the AD satisfies a correct-
ness property, for instance, whether a deletion in the update spec-
ification is actually done. AutoDBT generates the oracle from the
update specification.

Definition 6.1 (Oracle). An oracle is a set of Prolog rules of the
following two forms.

1) insert_Relation_Failed:-
insert AD RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ,
:AD RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ.

2) delete_Relation_Failed:-
delete AD RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ,

AD RelationðA1; . . . ;AkÞ.

The first rule defines a failed insertion operation for tuples that
are not inserted into AD_Relation correctly. An insertion fails when
tuples that should have been inserted during a test, by the evaluation



Table 5
The oracles for the Modify and Cancel Reservation paths

Transition Oracles

6 delete_Reservation_Failed:-
delete_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct),
AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct).

insert_Reservation_Failed:-
insert_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct),
: AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct).

10 delete_Reservation_Failed:-
delete_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct),
AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct).

delete_Reserves_Failed:-
delete_AD_Reserves(Cid, C#),
AD_Reserves(Cid, C#).
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of an insert_AD_Relation predicate, are not in the database, that is,
are not in the corresponding AD_Relation relation after the test is
evaluated. The second rule defines a failed deletion operation. Tuples
that should have been deleted from AD_Relation haven’t been de-
leted correctly which means that some tuples stored in the
delete_AD_Relation can still be found in AD_Relation. Table 5 shows
the oracles generated from the update specification in Table 4.

Before the test data for a transaction executes on the web appli-
cation, the associated update specification (if there is any) evaluates
the most current AD/SD version. All tuples that should be inserted or
deleted will be stored in the insert_AD_Relation or delete_AD_Rela-
tion, respectively. Unlike the other Prolog queries, it is best to evalu-
ate the update specification using a bottom-up strategy, like Datalog.
The reason is that more than one tuple could be inserted or deleted,
and bottom-up evaluation will capture all of the insertions or dele-
tions. Before the evaluation begins, the update specification adjusts
by unifying the variables inherited from the previous or current tran-
sitions with the values generated in the test case.

Oracles are evaluated during a test as follows.

Definition 6.2 (Oracle evaluation). An oracle is evaluated by
executing one of the following Prolog queries:

� :- insert_Relation_Failed.
� :- delete_Relation_Failed.

If an oracle succeeds, then the corresponding update operation
failed.
6.3. When an oracle fails

When an oracle fails it means that the testing has failed in one
of the following ways.

Modeling error: In this category, the modeler did not model the
transaction correctly, giving either a wrong input specification
or a wrong update specification, leading to a buggy oracle,
which can cause a false positive or negative. In this paper, we
assume that the modeler can do a perfect job on modeling the
application, therefore, both the input and output specifications
are given correctly and modeling error will never occur.
Buggy implementation of a transaction. A failure may occur due
to an incorrect implementation of a transaction. The tester will
first narrow down the related code of this transaction and check
where the bug lies. If a tester cannot locate the bug, or after fix-
ing the bug and running the testing process on the test
sequence again, the same failure still exists, then there is the
possibility that some previous transaction caused the failure.
Buggy implementation of a previous transaction. An incorrect
implementation of a previous transaction can corrupt the AD.
6.4. Test sequence scheduler

The cumulative effect(s) of previous tests impact the testing
process because an evaluated test sequence might modify the
database state as it inserts or deletes tuples in the AD and SD. In
this paper, we propose an approach that mitigates the impact of
prior tests. In our approach, a test sequence scheduler delays test se-
quences that delete data. More precisely, based on the update
specification, test sequences are classified into four groups and
scheduled in the following order: read-only, insertion-only, mixed
insertion and deletion, and deletion-only. Within a group the test
sequence order is random. For example, in the OCRS example, sup-
pose that we generate one test sequence for each path. The four
generated test sequences are as follows.

(1) read-only: View Reservation
(2) insertion-only: Make Reservation
(3) mixed insertion and deletion: Modify Reservation
(4) deletion-only: Cancel Reservation

The four test sequences should be scheduled in the order listed
above. Intuitively, read-only transactions come first since they will
not impact the database and hence cannot impede the progress of
subsequent tests. Next insertions are considered since they will only
monotonically increase the data in the AD. Cases with deletion are
considered last since they could delete data needed by a future test.
7. Generality and complexity analysis

In this section we address whether a data specification can model
every data modification in a web database application. First, we
present three base cases of modeling a single database modification.
Next we consider combinations of individual modifications, demon-
strating that we can model every kind of data modification (schema
modifications are not considered in this paper). We also evaluate the
theoretical complexity of the additional modeling, showing that the
database modeling does not impose significant overhead.

First consider a single, simple modification. Assume that the in-
put for transition i has one parameter X, performs one update, and
that the update influences only one relation, R, which has a single
column. There are three cases to model.

(1) Tuple insertion – In this case, an input X is retrieved from the
SD/AD, transformed into a value Y by a function funcðX;YÞ,
and then Y is inserted into the AD. The function, func, repre-
sents an arbitrary modification of the value.

� Input specification modeling – For transition i, a value is

inserted, as chosen from the SD or the AD.

inputiðXÞ : �SD RðXÞ:
or

inputiðXÞ : �AD RðXÞ:

� Update specification modeling – The AD is updated during
transition i.

insert AD RðYÞ : �inputiðXÞ; funcðX;YÞ:
(2) Tuple deletion – In this case, a single tuple is deleted from the
relation R of AD.

� Input specification modeling

inputiðXÞ : �AD RðXÞ:

� Update specification modeling

delete AD RðXÞ : �inputiðXÞ:
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(3) Tuple modification – A modification can be modeled as a

deletion followed by an insertion. In this case, a tuple spec-
ified by input Y from previous transition j is deleted from the
relation R of the AD, then a new tuple, which is specified by
the input of transition i, is inserted into R.

L. Ran et al. / Information and Soft
� Input specification modeling
inputiðXÞ : �inputjðYÞ;AD RðYÞ; funcðX;YÞ:
or

inputiðXÞ : �SD RðYÞ; funcðX; YÞ:
� Update specification modeling
3 The prototype is available at www.cs.usu.edu/~cdyreson/pub/AutoDBT.
delete AD RðYÞ : �inputjðYÞ:
insert AD RðXÞ : �inputiðXÞ:

More complicated modifications can be modeled as a combina-
tion of the base cases. In the following, we illustrate a few compli-
cated cases.

� Multiple tuples insertion – In this case, the transition i has more
than one input parameter, i.e. V1

i ; . . . ;Vn
i ð1 6 nÞ. Each

Við1 6 i 6 nÞ retrieved from the SD/AD is used as an input of a
function ðfunciðVi;YiÞÞ, then the result of the function, Yi, is
inserted into the AD. In the worst case, each Vi is inserted into
a unique relation Ri.
– Input specification modeling

inputiðV1; . . . ;VnÞ : �SD R1ðV1Þ; . . . ; SD RnðVnÞ:
or

inputiðV1; . . . ;VnÞ : �AD R1ðV1Þ; . . . ;AD RnðVnÞ:

– Update specification modeling (only the AD can be updated)

insert AD R1ðY1Þ : �
inputiðV1; ; . . . ; Þ; func1ðV1;Y1Þ:
..
.

insert AD RnðYnÞ : �
inputið ; . . . ;VnÞ; funcnðVn; YnÞ:

� Multiple tuples deletion modeling – In this case, multiple tuples
which have the same attribute value specified by the input of
transition i are deleted from the relation R of the AD. The input
and update specification are the same as the single tuple dele-
tion case.

� Multiple tuples modification modeling – Modification is a combi-
nation of insertion and deletion. We use an example to illustrate
this case. For instance, in the Reserves relation of the OCRS
example, suppose we increase the Confirmation# by 1 for those
tuples which have a CustomerID value equal to the input of tran-
sition i.
– Input specification modeling

inputiðCIDÞ : �AD ReservesðCID; Þ:

– Update specification modeling

delete AD ReservesðCID;C#Þ : �inputiðCIDÞ;
AD ReservesðCID; C#Þ:
insert AD ReservesðCID;C#Þ : �inputiðCIDÞ;
AD ReservesðCID; C#0Þ;C# ¼ C#0 þ 1:

When CID ¼ c0004, two tuples are modified.

To analyze the complexity of the modeling, let V be the total
number of inputs in a form, i.e., all the possible inputs to a form,
and T represents the total number of transitions in the application.
Then OðVTÞ bounds the maximum size of the input specification
(each input must be modeled in each transition). Tuple modifica-
tions are modeled in a separate update specification The size of
the update specification is at most OðUTÞ, assuming that there
are at most U updates per transition (note that usually V > U since
each input can result in at most one database modification).

The input and update specifications are combined to produce
guard queries and oracles. As described in Section 6.1, the process
of generating a guard query modifies each input rule for a transi-
tion with all of the update rules for the transition. In the worst
case, this weaves the update rules into the input rules, resulting
in guard queries that total OðVTÞ þ OðUTÞ in size. One oracle is also
produced for every update rule, adding a further cost of only OðUTÞ.

Modeling a web database application adds OðUTÞ size to the in-
put specification of a web application (without a database).

8. Implementation and experiments

We implemented a prototype of AutoDBT and in this section we
describe the implementation and report on experiments to assess
the cost of generating and using guards in AutoDBT.3

8.1. The AutoDBT prototype

A diagram of the AutoDBT prototype is shown in Fig. 8, which
combines Figs. 5 and 7. Each rectangular component in the figure
is a tool.

The Test Sequence Generator takes a state transition diagram
(e.g. as shown in Fig. 6) and produces a list of test sequences. We
implemented a simple, random walk to generate test sequences
of any desired length (other test sequence generation techniques
for FSMs are presented in Section 5.4).

The Dynamic Input Generator implements the algorithm pre-
sented in Section 5.5.2. It transforms the input and update specifi-
cations into a set of Prolog rules that model the dataflow within a
web database application. The transformation is syntactic. We
implemented the Dynamic Input Generator in Perl.

The Guard Generator implements the guard generation de-
scribed in Section 6.1. We wrote a guard generator in Perl. One
guard is generated for each test sequence. Each guard is a (small)
Prolog program.

The Oracle Generator implements the oracle generation de-
scribed in Section 6.2. An oracle is generated for each update rule.
We implemented the Oracle Generator in Perl.

Guard Evaluation tests the database to determine if it is in a
state conducive to running a test sequence. As the guard is a Prolog
program, the guard is evaluated by a Prolog system. The evaluation
produces a test case. Guard Evaluation reads data from the AD and
SD as needed.

Oracle Evaluation is similar to Guard Evaluation. An Oracle is a
small Prolog program, which is evaluated by a Prolog system to
yield an oracle result. The oracle reads data from the AD during
evaluation.

Test Case Evaluation evaluates a test case, updating the AD and
SD as application data is updated and synthesized data is used.
The evaluation could, in theory, be performed by any web applica-
tion tester, though we assume that the FSM approach presented by
Andrews et al. [1] will be used. Test Case Evaluation is not yet
implemented in AutoDBT.

http://www.cs.usu.edu/~cdyreson/pub/AutoDBT
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8.2. Assessing the cost using AutoDBT

AutoDBT introduces several tools for testing a web database
application, such as guard generation and evaluation. These tools
would not be part of a testing process that is insensitive to an
ever-changing, back-end database. To assess the cost of the addi-
tional tools we designed several experiments in the context of
the OCRS system. OCRS is an atypical system insofar as it has a very
high number of database modifications per page transition, that is,
it reads or modifies the database on almost every path through the
system. Section 9 reports on four typical, real-world, case studies,
all of which have fewer interactions with a database. We first as-
sess the cost of generating the DIS, guards and oracles and then
consider the cost of evaluating the guards (which is the primary
additional cost).

8.2.1. Experiment setup
We ran all experiments on a personal computer that has a Intel

2.66 GHz chip, 2 GB of memory, and two 300 GB disks with RAID-1
(disk mirroring) enabled. The computer’s operating system is Linux
(Fedora release 6). We used a standard implementation of Perl
(version 5.8.8) and XSB4 as the Prolog system. We chose XSB be-
cause it combines Datalog and Prolog features. It uses a ‘‘tabling” fea-
ture to pre-evaluate and store Prolog rules in a database, which is
internal to XSB. We used the tabling feature for all of the data in
the AD and SD.

8.2.2. Generation costs
AutoDBT has to generate guards, oracles, and the DIS. The gen-

eration is a syntactic transformation of the input and update spec-
ifications. The OCRS input specification has 20 rules and the update
specification has 5 rules.
4 XSB can be found at http://xsb.sourceforge.net/.
� The Dynamic Input Generator combines input and update spec-
ifications to produce a specification of the dataflow in an appli-
cation: the DIS. The DIS has the same number of rules as the
input specification, but the size of each rule is slightly larger.
In the input specification, each rule has on average 1.75 predi-
cates in the body, while in the DIS, an update rule is woven into
some of the rule bodies increasing the average number of pred-
icates slightly to 2.25.

� The Test Sequence Generator is the same for testing a web appli-
cation with and without a database, so its cost is unchanged.

� The Guard Generator has to generate a guard for each test
sequence. The guard is the same size as the test sequence.

� The Oracle Generator generates three oracles. The average size
of an oracle is 2.75 predicates.

To determine the speed of the generation, we measured the cost
of generating 500 test sequences with 35 transitions each, result-
ing in 19,870 lines of test cases and guard qureries, along with gen-
erating the DIS and oracles. In total, the generation took 0.28 s.

For the OCRS the cost of generating the additional database
modeling is negligible, and we would expect that other applica-
tions would be similar because every phase of the generation is a
simple syntactic transformation.

8.2.3. Evaluation costs
To produce a test case, a guard has to be evaluated. We mea-

sured the cost of evaluating a guard by choosing three parameters:
(1) test sequence length, (2) number of sequences, and (3) size of
the database. We discuss each of these three factors below.

(1) As test sequences get longer, it should take longer to evalu-
ate a guard. We tested sequences of length 1, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30 and 35.

(2) Generating more test sequences should also increase the
cost. We increased the number of test sequences as follows:
1, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500.

http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
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(3) We wanted to determine how increasing the size of the
database impacts the cost of evaluating guards. So we tested
at AD (SD) sizes of 7000 (4000) tuples, 14,000 (8000), 21,000
(12,000), and 28,000 (16,000).

Four separate experiments were performed. The first experi-
ment was designed to measure the cost of generating test cases
in an FSM-based approach without a back-end database (i.e., in
the non-database testing of a web application). We measured the
cost of generating test cases without testing for updates to the
AD and SD (i.e., no update rules were specified). We fixed the AD
(SD) size at 28000 (16,000) tuples (representing the pool of test
data). The result is shown in Fig. 9. The cost for generating 1 test
sequence (the lowest line in the graph) is the cost of loading the
test data and input specification into XSB. All times are averaged
over three runs.

The next experiment measured the cost of generating test cases
while modeling database updates. In this experiment we added
the update rules to the generation of the DIS and the guards. As each
test case is generated, tuples are (logically) inserted and deleted
from the AD and SD databases, creating new versions of the database.
But, as described in Section 6.1, the guards must be evaluated with-
out changing the state of the database. So each guard performs inser-
tions and deletions by building buffers of inserted and deleted tuples
in memory (no insertions or deletions are written to disk). The de-
tails of the insertion and deletion buffers are given in Section 5.5.2.
The result is shown in Fig. 10. We fixed the AD (SD) size at 28,000
(16,000) tuples (representing the pool of test data). We then per-
formed the same experiment on both systems (no-DB and with up-
dates), summing the individual costs, so a bar in Fig. 10 is the sum of
the points for the indicated test sequence length in Fig. 9 (e.g., the va-
lue for test sequence length 25 is the sum over the number of test se-
quences from 1 to 500). The experiment shows that the cost increase
is negligible. So with little additional cost in the testing process, hu-
man testers can be saved from having to waste time examining false
negatives, or possibly worse, from trying to redress a false positive
that is discovered after the software is released.

The third experiment repeated the second experiment with dif-
ferent database sizes to measure the impact of database size on
modeling database updates. The result is shown in Fig. 11. The
experiment shows that the cost increases linearly with the data-
base size.

The final experiment assesses the cost of physically updating
the database as it would be during the evaluation of a test case.
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In this experiment we evaluated the guards, generating a test
case, and then simulated the database updates in the evaluation
of the test case. For each inserted tuple we ‘‘asserted” a new



5 http://www.scs.wsu.edu.

Table 6
Characteristics of web application 1

Measure Value

Number of logical web pages (NLWP) 65
Number of transitions 377
Number of database-related transitions 3
Number of links (NL) 169
Number of forms (NF) 1
Number of inputs 8
Min/Max/Med options 5/30/17.5
Number of update rules 1

6 http://www.it.wsu.edu/AIS/SIC/cgi-bin/info_ctr.cgi?site=SIC.
7 https://www.wsu.edu/naliv/index.cgi.
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Prolog fact in XSB. The assertion updates the ‘‘tabling” of the rule
base, changing the state of XSB’s internal database. For each de-
leted tuple we ‘‘retracted” an existing Prolog fact in XSB. We fixed
the length of the test sequence at 35 transitions. The result is
shown in Fig. 12. The experiment demonstrates that database up-
dates are expensive to perform. In the second experiment it took
less than 6 s to generate 500 test sequences of 35 transitions
each; but in this test, it took almost 22 minutes. Any testing of
a web database application would have to perform these updates,
using AutoDBT or any other testing system. This experiment dem-
onstrates that the cost of running tests on a web database appli-
cation far outweighs the cost of generating the test cases and
modeling the database updates.

9. Case studies

To better evaluate the cost and utility of AutoDBT, we present
several case studies. The case studies examine the characteristics
of four web applications, including the number of pages, forms,
links, transitions, database-related transitions, and rules in the
update specification. We explore each web site, following every
link internal to a site and completing every form. Since we do
not have access to the application database that supports each
site, we model the database interactions based on the input wid-
gets in each form, and estimate the size of the synthetic
database.

We measure the following aspects of each web site.

� Number of logical web pages: A logical web page is a coherent,
related group of input widgets or text on a page. The idea is that
some physical web pages have several quite distinct regions,
each relating to a completely separate function. For instance, it
is common for a page to have a navigation pane along the left
and/or top border that is unrelated to the content of the page.
We count the navigation pane as a separate logical web page.

� Number of links: We count internal links.
� Number of transitions: We model each transition with a separate

data flow specification (an example is given in Table 1).
� Number of database-related transitions: Only a few of the transi-

tions have interactions with the database, so this can be com-
pared to the number of transitions to get a rough idea of how
much of the site is database-related (and how much extra work
the designer has to do to model the site).

� Number of forms: Some logical web pages are forms that gather
data from a user. Forms usually have database-related
transitions.

� Number of inputs: Most forms consist of several input widgets.
Typically, each group of related widgets relate to a tuple in some
database relation (i.e. a street address, city, and zip would form a
tuple in an address relation). The number of inputs dictates the
size of the database-related rules in the input specification. As
described in Section 5.3.2 the input specification models how
data is input in the application, especially whether it is drawn
from the synthetic or application database. There will be at most
one database read for each input. If each transition is tested only
once, then this is the (maximum) overhead added to the model
in terms of database reads.

� Min/Max/Med options per input: Many forms have a limited num-
ber of potential values, for instance, a widget to collect a per-
son’s ‘‘age” allows for at most 120 possible values. We counted
the minimum, maximum, and median number of options. The
product of the maximum number of options and the number
of inputs overestimates the maximum size of the synthetic data-
base (every possible value might be chosen from the synthetic
database in a suite of test cases), using the median number gives
a truer estimate.
� Number of rules in the update specification: As also described in
Section 5.3.2 the update specification models expected database
updates. The number of database-related update rules is really
just the number of database inserts/deletes/modifications. If
each transition is tested only once, then this is the overhead
added to the model in terms of database updates.

9.1. Web application 1: WSU’s IT student computing services

WSU’s IT Student Computing Services (SCS) website5 provides
resources and support to students who bring personal computers
to campus. The primary services include a list of services rendered,
a form for students to sign up for training courses, instructions for
connecting a personal computer to the WSU campus network, hours
of operation for computer labs and administrative offices, and links
to campus computing resources and employment opportunities
within SCS. The data collected from this web application is shown
in Table 6.

The only HTML form in this case study is shown in Fig. 13. The
rest of the site is comprised of only simple HTML pages and links.
The form leads to three database-related transitions: (1) to a suc-
cessfully added page, (2) to an error page because the input has al-
ready been entered to the database, and (3) to an error page that
states that insufficient information has been input. There is only
one update rule (to add a student to the notification list) and eight
inputs, so modeling the database interactions is relatively trivial in
this case study.

9.2. Web application 2: WSU’s eInfoCenter for current students

WSU’s eInfoCenter for current students6 provides central access
for online resources available to the general student population. The
primary resources provided by the site include access to view and/or
change undergraduate student academic planning materials, aca-
demic records, university account records, student contact informa-
tion, financial aid records and library records. The site also provides
the mechanism to register for classes and to check registration infor-
mation (for example, times and current holds). The data characteris-
tics of this web application are in Table 7.

There are 37 forms in this application. Most of the forms collect
input to read information from the AD. Only five forms update the
database, including that that allow students to register for classes
and update contact information.

9.3. Web application 3: WSU’s ResNet self-certification web page

WSU’s ResNet Self-Certification Web Page 7 provides are the
ability to download WSU site licensed anti-virus software and to reg-

http://www.scs.wsu.edu
http://www.it.wsu.edu/AIS/SIC/cgi-bin/info_ctr.cgi?site=SIC
http://www.wsu.edu/naliv/index.cgi


Table 8
Measures calculated for Case Study 4

Measure Value

Number of logical web pages (NLWP) 14
Number of transitions 42
Number of database-related transitions 36
Number of links (NL) 31
Number of forms (NF) 11
Number of inputs 28
Min/Max/Med inputs per form 1/5/1
Min/Max/Med options 2/15/11
Number of update rules 3

Table 9
Characteristics of web application 3

Measure Value

Number of logical web pages (NLWP) 81
Number of transitions 832
Number of database-related transitions 750
Number of links (NL) 441
Number of forms (NF) 30
Number of inputs 147
Min/Max/Med inputs per form 1/16/4
Min/Max/Med options 2/233/2
Number of update rules 0

Fig. 13. SCS training sign-up form.

Table 7
Characteristics of web application 2

Measure Value

Number of logical web pages (NLWP) 88
Number of transitions 530
Number of database-related transitions 122
Number of links (NL) 218
Number of Forms (NF) 37
Number of inputs 133
Min/Max/Med inputs per form 1/18/2
Min/Max/Med options 2/116/7.5
Number of update rules 5
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ister Internet capable devices with the WSU DHCP servers. The char-
acteristics of this web application are shown in Table 8.

In this application, forms collect input from the user to autho-
rize users to download data. Database reads vastly outnumber
database updates; the few updates are for registering devices with
DHCP servers.

9.4. Web application 4: Mapquest

Mapquest8 provides an example of a small, but highly connected
web application. The primary resources on the site are the ability to
8 http://www.mapquest.com.
get the address of a business or airport including a map of the sur-
rounding area, a map of the area surrounding a given address, and
driving directions between any two addresses. The data characteris-
tics of this web application are in Table 9.

Though Mapquest has many forms and database-related transi-
tions, the application performs only database reads and has no
database updates (updates are carried out behind the public inter-
face). The synthetic database is a small fraction of the size of the
application database since the latter contains maps and map-re-
lated data for the entire world, while the former contains values
unrelated to geographic locations (i.e. bad zipcodes, wrong city
names, misspelled states, etc.).

9.5. Summary of the characteristics of four web applications

The case studies show that web database applications some-
times have a large percentage of database-related transitions (the
percentage in case study 3 is 85%), some have many forms (40%
of case study 4 consists of forms). Some forms have many input
widgets and options. Overall, however, most of the transitions in-
volve only database reads; each of the case studies had very few
database updates. Although database updates are rare, it is criti-
cally important to be able to model and test them. AutoDBT re-
quires that a test designer create an update specification to
describe the number of database updates. If there are generally
few updates, the update specification will be small.

When modeling a web site, care must be taken to specify
whether input is taken from the application database or the syn-
thetic database. In the case studies, some of the application dat-
abases are quite large (especially for Mapquest, on the order of
gigabytes to terabytes of mapping data). But in the case studies,
the synthetic databases are all very small (on the order of a kilo-
bytes). Again, that suggests small synthetic databases need to con-
tain data that is not present in the application database but is
necessary for testing.

In summary, we believe that most web database applications
will be similar to the case studies. The overhead of modeling and
testing database activity, in terms of additional work for test de-
sign and execution is relatively small but critically important.

10. Conclusions and future work

Many organizations conduct a substantial part of their business
through web applications. These web applications may change
over time as developers fix bugs or add new functionality. An ini-
tial version of a web application may have a clean database,
whereas subsequent versions of the application may use a data-
base that is populated from a previously running version. Test
cases may depend on certain data being available or absent in
the application database. Current testing techniques do not thor-
oughly address issues in testing database updates. AutoDBT is a
comprehensive testing framework that extends a model-based ap-
proach to testing to also examine database updates.

http://www.mapquest.com
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To use AutoDBT, a modeler develops a model of the application.
The model consists of a state transition diagram that shows how
users navigate from page to page in the application and a data
specification that describes how data is input and the database is
updated. Once the model is complete, a tester decides on test cov-
erage criteria. AutoDBT uses the model and the coverage criteria to
generate test cases. Each test case is self-contained. AutoDBT se-
lects test case data from either the application database or the syn-
thesized database as necessary. AutoDBT also generates a guard for
each test. The guard checks whether the current state of the data-
base is conducive to generating a test case since previous tests may
modify the database to an extent that renders the test case gener-
ation impossible. Finally, AutoDBT also generates an oracle for each
test. The oracle checks whether a test case correctly updates the
application database.

The main contributions of this paper include a design of Auto-
DBT, a description of a prototype implementation, and case studies
that show that the additional overhead of modeling the interac-
tions of the application with the database is modest.

Future work includes modifying AutoDBT for performance test-
ing. Another vein of future work is to improve the feedback on
failed tests. A test fails because an oracle detects a problem in
the application database. Ideally the oracle would also provide a
hint on how to fix the problem. We’d also like to improve the
guards. A guard checks whether a test case can be attempted, but
it would be better if the guard populated the database with the
data that are needed to perform the test.

Appendix A. An example

As an example, consider transitions 4, 10, and 6 in the OCRS
FSM.

Transition 4. This transition does not perform an update. The in-
put specification is listed below.

input4ðFn; Ln;C#Þ:-
AD CustomerðFn; Ln;CidÞ,
AD ReservesðCid;C#Þ

The corresponding dynamic input specification follows.

input4ðFn; Ln;C#;AULin;AULoutÞ:-
AD CustomerðFn; Ln;Cid;AULinÞ,
AD ReservesðCid;C#;AULinÞ,
AULin ¼ AULout

Transition 10. This transition makes an update that depends on
the current input. Its input specification is listed below.

input10ðC#Þ : �AD ReservationðC#; ; ; ÞThe update specifica-
tion for this transition follows.

delete_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct):-
input10ðC#Þ,
AD ReservationðC#; Pd;Rd;CtÞ

delete_AD_Reserves(Cid, C#):-
input10ðC#Þ,
AD ReservesðCid;C#Þ

The current input ðinput10ðC#ÞÞ in the body of the update spec-
ification is ignored in the body of dynamic input specification.

The corresponding dynamic input specification follows.

input10ðC#;AULin;AULoutÞ:-
AD ReservationðC#; ; ; ;AULinÞ,
AD ReservationðC#; Pd;Rd;Ct;AULinÞ,
AD ReservesðCid;C#;AULinÞ,
delete ADðReservationðC#; Pd;Rd;CtÞ,
AULin;AULout0 Þ,
delete ADðReservesðCid;C#Þ,
AULout0 ;AULoutÞ

Since there is more than one AD version predicate, the version
produced by the first predicate ðAULout0 Þ is input into the second
one.

Transition 6. This transition makes an update that depends on
the previous input. Its input specification is listed below.

input6ðPd;Rd;CtÞ:-
SD Reservationð ; Pd;Rd; CtÞ.

The update specification for this transition follows.

delete_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct):-
input4ð ; ;C#Þ,
AD ReservationðC#; Pd;Rd;CtÞ

insert_AD_Reservation(C#, Pd, Rd, Ct):-
input4ð ; ;C#Þ,
input6ðPd;Rd;CtÞ

(The current input ðinput6ðPd;Rd;CtÞÞ involved in the body of
the update specification will be ignored from the body of dynamic
input specification.)

The corresponding dynamic input specification:

input6ðPd;Rd;Ct;C#;AULin;AULout; SULin; SULoutÞ:-
SD Reservationð ; Pd;Rd; Ct; SULinÞ,
AD ReservationðC#; Pd0;Rd0;Ct0;AULinÞ,
delete ADðReservationðC#; Pd0;Rd0;Ct0Þ;AULin;AULtÞ,
insert ADðReservationðC#; Pd;Rd;CtÞ;AULt ;AULoutÞ,
delete SDðReservationð ; Pd;Rd;CtÞ; SULin; SULoutÞ.
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